H A C K I N G A H A I R D RY E R
BEFORE

AFTER

We explore
our senses.
We combine
our senses.

MIRA ELMER

sound navigation echo
be heard, sound
make a sound
be spoken of (as)
celebrate in speech
echo/resound

With SONO you can experience the world with
sound.
We hack
our senses.

C O N C E P T A N D I D E A B Y:

SONO

SONO has been designed with inclusivity in mind
and empowers whoever uses the device, blind or
not, alone or together. The experience will be fun
for everyone.
Playing with SONO is a new way to experience
your surroundings.

visual communication

NORA GAILER

interaction design

power button
to activate the
sensor
ripplets for a
comfortable grib,
made of soft
material.

slider to change
the style of sound

MARLO LIMACHER

cast/audiovisual media

TA B E A K O WA L S K I
industrial design

ZAHRA SHAKIR

cast/audiovisual media

HOW IT WORKS
Sono measures distance and gives you a sound
feedback. The further away an object is, the
deeper and quieter the sound is and vice versa.

TEACHERS:
ANTONIO SCARPONI
CLEMENS WINKLER
Z H d K 2015

VALUE PROPOSITIONS
KEY RESOURCES

KEY PARTNERS

The promise of the commercial is fulfilled. The
customer is satisfied.
He/She has an adventure.

core value: experience,
adventure, super power, new
sound experiences, instrument,
inclusivitiy, integrity, innovation,
playful, toy, fun, measuring distance with sound
customer needs: curiosity, interest
in toys, creativity , instrument, toys

Blindenverband
Toy company
(Fisher Price, Hasbro)
Marvel

CUSTOMER SEGMENTS
teenager 12+, playful adventures,
forever-a-kid adults, creative,
playing with siblings and friends,
most important customer: students
ZHdK 20+, teenagers who saw the
short clip with the superhero.

BUSINESS
MODEL
KEY ACTIVITIES

CHANNELS

Short clip: „Superhero“
Telling a story: Combining fun/playing with
learning about distances and getting experience with sounds and
range of sound. You
can be a hero too!
Social: The toy‘s motivation works for both
blind and seeing people. Both can play with
it, they can even play
together.

Website with
online shop and
community.
Within the community people
can show their
own videos, how
they use the
device, how they
make music or
even how they
hack it.

KEY RESOURCES
sensor, sound, device

Website with online shop
& community
YouTube channel:
archive of short
stories with superhero

REVENUE STREAMS
fun
adventure
experience

